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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to see how accurate it is to anticipate the direction of 

Bitcoin's price in US dollars. The data for the price is taken from the Bitcoin price level. A 

Bayesian optimised recurrent neural network (RNN) and a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) 

network are used to complete the challenge with various degrees of success. The LSTM has the 

highest classification accuracy of 52 percent and the lowest RMSE of 8%. As a contrast to the 

deep learning models, the popular ARIMA model for statistic forecasting is used. The non-linear 

deep learning approaches are predicted to outperform the ARIMA prediction, which performs 

badly. Finally, both GPU and CPU implementations of the two deep learning models are 

standard, with the GPU implementation surpassing the CPU implementation by 67.6%. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Our proposed method monitors patient’s health 

parameters using different sensors with 

NodeMCU which having inbuilt Wi-Fi and its 

performance is better than arduino. Whole 

system is based on latest IOT technology. The 

sensors attached to the body of the patient which 

are temperature and heartbeat sensor and also 

for room condition we have temperature and 

humidity sensor. The sensors used for checking 

blood pressure, for pulse rate and temperature 

sensor of the patient. NodeMCU collect 

information from sensor and process the 

information and inbuilt Wi-Fi used to connect with 

internet. A mobile application design for the 

doctor to check health status of the patient. Data 

is updated in every 60 seconds. 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

According to india spend,some 2.4 million Indians 

die of treatable conditions every year, the worst 

situation among 136 nations studied for a report 

published in The Lancet. 

III.BLOCK DIAGRAM 

In our system we are taking temperature sensor 
and pulse sensors as input ,LCD and buzzer as 
output devices. We can monitor patient's pulse 
rate and temperature with the help of pulse 
sensor and Dht11 sensor.Pulse sensor is placed 

 

 

near the finger tip or earlobes and Dht11 sensor 
is placed near the body and then sensors input is 
given to the microcontroller and it displays the 
output digitally on LCD.Doctors/caretackers will 

get an through buzzer when device founds 
abnormal values. And with the help of IOT we 
monitor the patient status ceaselessly with the 
help of an application. 

Figure 1: Block diagram 
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IV.DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT     

Figure 2: Circuit Diagram  

 V.MODULES DESCRIPTION 

  The system we have presented here mainly 
consists of the following 

1. Microcontroller  

2.Sending data(Sensors) 

3. Displaying data(LCD) 

4. Alarm 

In our method we are using NodeMCU , which is 
an open-source firmware and development kit 
and it is very suitable for IOT. Main advantage of 
NodeMCU microcontroller is that it combines the 
features of Wi-Fi and microcontroller. Pulse 

sensor, temperature sensor which are connecting 
to NodeMCU. Then this data is uploaded using 
Wifi module ESP8266 to the IOT . Using blynk 
app we can monitor patient condition . Output is 
shown on LCD , and blynk app monitoring 
ceaselessely. We use Blynk app for mobile. Blynk 
was designed for the internet of Things. It can 

control hardware remotely, It can display sensor 
data, it can store data, visualize it and do many 
other cool things. Blynk app: - It allows you to 
create amazing interfaces for your projects using 
various widgets which are provided. 

VI.HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS 

The components used for this system 
are:NODEMCU: NodeMCU is an open-source Lua 
based firmware and development board specially 
targeted for IoT based Applications. It includes 
firmware that runs on the ESP8266 Wi-Fi SoC 
from Espressif Systems, and hardware which is 

based on the ESP-12 module.The NodeMCU 
ESP8266 development board comes with the 
ESP-12E module containing ESP8266 chip having 

Tensilica Xtensa 32-bit LX106 RISC 
microprocessor. This microprocessor supports  

RTOS and operates at 80MHz to 160 MHz 

adjustable clock frequency.NodeMCU has 128 KB 
RAM and 4MB of Flash memory to store data and 
programs. Its high processing power with in-built 
Wi-Fi / Bluetooth and Deep Sleep Operating 
features make it ideal for IoT projects. NodeMCU 
can be powered using Micro USB jack and VIN pin 
(External Supply Pin). It supports UART, SPI, and 

I2C interface. The NodeMCU Development Board 
can be easily programmed with Arduino IDE since 
it is easy to use. Programming NodeMCU with the 
Arduino IDE will hardly take 5-10 minutes. All 
you need is the Arduino IDE, a USB cable and the 
NodeMCU board itself. You can check this Getting 
Started Tutorial for NodeMCU to prepare your 

Arduino IDE for NodeMCU. 

Figure 3: Nodemcu 

Figure 4: Pulse sensor 
 

(A) PULSE SENSOR 

A pulse wave is the change in the volume of a  

blood vessel that occurs when the heart pumps 
blood, and a detector that monitors this volume 
change is called a pulse sensor. 
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First, there are four main ways to measure heart 
rate: electrocardiogram, photoelectric pulse 
wave, blood pressure measurement, and 
phonocardiography. Pulse sensors using the 

photoelectric pulse wave method are classified 
into 2 types depending on the measurement 
method: transmission and  reflection. 

Transmission types measure pulsewaves by     
emitting red or infrared light from the body    

surface and detecting the change blood flow 
during heart beats as a change in the amount of 
light transmitted through the body. This method 
is limited to areas where light can easily 
penetrate, such as the fingertip or earlobe. ROHM 
is currently developing a reflection-type pulse 
sensor(Optical Sensor for Heart Rate Monitor). 

(B) DHT11–Temperature and Humidity                                                                                                                              

Sensor 

The DHT11 sensor can either be purchased as a 
sensor or as a module. Either way, the 

performance of the sensor is same. The sensor 
will come as a 4-pin package out of which only 
three pins will be used whereas the module will 
come with three pins as shown above. The only 
difference between the sensor and module is that 
the module will have a filtering capacitor and 
pull-up resistor inbuilt, and for the sensor, you 

have to use them externally if required.The 
DHT11 is a commonly used Temperature and 
humidity sensor. The sensor comes with a 
dedicated NTC to measure temperature and an 
8-bit microcontroller to output the values of 
temperature and humidity as serial data. The 
sensor is also factory calibrated and hence easy 

to interface with other microcontrollers. The 
sensor can measure temperature from 0°C to 
50°C and humidity from 20% to 90% with an 
accuracy of ±1°C and ±1%. So if you are looking 
to measure in this range then this sensor might 
be the right choice for you. 

 

   Figure 5:DHT11 sensor 

VII.SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS 

(a) Arduino Programming 

Programming into the Arduino board is called as 
sketches. Each sketch contains three parts such 
as Variables Declaration, Initialization and 
Control code. Where Initialization is written in the 
setup function and Control code is written in the 
loop function. The sketch is saved with .in and 
any operation like opening a sketch, verifying 
and saving can be done using the tool menu. 

          Figure 6: Arduino IDE 
 

 

(b) Proteus Software 
Proteus is computer code for microchip 
simulation, schematic capture, and computer 
circuit board (PCB) style.It's developed by Lab 
center physical science. 

The XGameStation small Edition was designed 
victimisation PCB layout tools and Proteus 
schematic entry. 

System Components ISIS Schematic Capture - a 
tool for getting into styles.   

PROSPICE Mixed Mode SPICE Simulation – 
business normal SPICE3F5 machine combined 
with a digital machine. 
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ARES PCB Layout – PCB style system with automatic 
part alluvial sediment, rip-up and rehear auto-router 
and interactive style rule checking. 

VSM – Virtual System Modelling lets co-simulate 
embedded computer code for well-liked micro-
controllers aboard hardware style. 

System edges Integrated package with common 
interface and absolutely context sensitive 
facilitate. 

PROTUES combines advanced schematic capture, 
mixed mode SPICE simulation,PCB layout and 
motorcar routing to create a whole electronic 
style system.The PROTUES product vary 
conjointly includes our revolutionary VSM 
technology to perform the system desired task. 

Figure 7: Proteus Software 
 

VIII.CONCLUSION 

IoT based design is helpful for an infected patient 
of COVID-19 and provides better treatment 
rapidly. It is useful for patient, physician, surgeon 
and hospital management system. 

For future enhancement we can add ECG 
measurement as well as voice support system 
with IOT. Role of Internet of Things technology is 
very important in the field of healthcare sector. 
IOT based Proposed design can able to provide 

better accuracy and status in real time. System is 
portable so that it can be tie up with patient and 
parameter can be monitor on mobile application 
through internet connectivity. 
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